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M2 Shower/Commode
Standard models
Shower/commode chairs in stainless steel

HMN a/s

M2 Shower/Commode standard
Because different people have different needs

M2 with pushing frame
M2 self-propelled with pushing frame

M2 pushing frame and netweave back
M2 self-propelled with pushing frame
and netweave back

M2 with high netweave back
M2 self-propelled high netweave back

M2 Small

M2 with armrest to the side
M2 self-propelled with armrest to the side

M2 with pushing handles
M2 self-propelled with pushing handles
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M2 Shower/Commode standard
Because different people have different needs

The M2 shower/commode chairs is as standard
mounted with either a PU foam backrest or a
backrest in netweave.
The PU foam backrest is comfortable and easy to
clean and disinfect.
The netweave backrest is adjustable, making it
possible to fit to the needs of the individual user.

As standard the M2 chairs is mounted
with 100 mm wheels.
The wheels are mounted on a telescopic leg, making
them height adjustable.
The wheels are in stainless steel and has an
effective threadguard which stops dirt and
hair from getting into the axis. The wheels also
have double action brakes.
The chairs can be delivered with 125 mm wheels.
As standard the M2 Shower/commode chair is
mounted with ovale armrests which provides a good
and wide support surface. In addition they are easy
to clean.
It is also possible to get the armrests mounted with
PU foam which makes them more comfortable.
M2 Small is always delivered with PU foam on armrests.
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M2 Self-propelled
When the user is self-reliant

As standard the chair is provided with two antitip bars for safety. This prevents the chair
from tilting backwards, even if the user
pushes hard backwards or accelerates
very fast.
The self-propelling wheels have quick
release axles so they are easy to remove for
cleaning and height adjustment.
The quick release axles and the bearings are
made of stainless steel.
The chair has a handbrake in aluminum with a
comfortable grip when using the brake.

This version of the M2 Shower/commode chair is fitted with 24
Inch self-propelled wheels.
This enables the user to become self-reliant and handle showering
and toilet use by themselves.
The rims and spokes are made out of lightweight magnesium for
greater driving comfort.
The chair is height adjustable in three different heights:
Seat height: 47 cm, 49 cm and 56 cm.
If needed, the chair can be delivered without driving handles. This
makes the chair 3 cm less wide. (width: 60 cm).
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M2 Shower/Commode standard
Because different people have different needs
M2 Shower/commode chairs are produced in the best materials:
Frames in stainless steel.
Seats in PU Foam.
Massive telescopic legs in stainless steel.
Wheels with a closed axis, making them resistant to hair and dirt.
Easy to use-functions.
A big selection of accesories to ensure the
best adaptation for the individual user.

For all the standard chairs you can choose
between standard seats or horseshoe seats.
The horseshoe seat makes access in the front
easier, while the standard seat
provides support in the front making it ideal for
users with thin legs.
Both seats are made of soft PU foam and has
a build-in holder for the bucket/pan.
With the chair follows a lid which covers
the whole seat.
The lid is made of PU foam and adapted
to fit the seats.
It provides better comfort for the user
during a shower.
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M2 pushing frames
Solid and simple solutions which lasts year after year

M2 with pushing frame
Standard seat:
Art. no.: 310034

Horseshoe seat:
Art. no.: 310091

BOXED:
Standard seat:
Art. no.: 310034-B

BOXED:
Horseshoe seat:
Art. no.: 310091-B

M2 self-propelled with
pushing frame
BOXED:
Standatd seat:
Art. no.: 310643-B

BOXED:
Horseshoe seat:
Art. no.: 310644-B

M2 with pushing frame has great comfort for the user, is easy to clean
(both in terms of daily cleaning and re-lending)
as well as easy to drive and operate.
Their seat height is adjustable and the footrests are easy to operate,
just a smal lift and you will be able to remove them sideways.
With the pushing frame it is possible to get the chair closer to the wall.
Because of that it is a better choice when it comes to toilets with a
build-in cistern.
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M2 with a pushing frame & netweave back
When there is a need for adjusting the back support

M2 with pushing frame and netweave back
Standard seat
Art no.: 310027

Horseshoe seat
Art no.: 310028

BOXED:
Standard seat:
Art no.: 310027-B

BOXED:
Horseshoe seat
Art no.: 310028-B

M2 self-propeled with pushing frame
and netweave back
BOXED:
Standard seat:
Art no.: 310645-B

BOXED:
Horseshoe seat
Art no.: 310646-B

The M2 model with the netweave backrest is ideal if there is a wish to adjust
the backrest to the users needs. As an example this could be a user with
scoliosis.
The netweave doesn’t absorb water and the perforated material makes sure
the skin is able to breath.

The flexible netweave backrest is adjustable
at two buckles. This enables users with a
larger deformity in their back to obtain an
optimal support in their seating position.
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M2 with high back
When there is a need for a higher back that can be adjusted

M2 with high back
Standard seat
Art no.: 310610

Horseshoe seat
Art no.: 310611

BOXED:
Standard seat:
Art no.: 310610-B

BOXED:
Horseshoe seat
Art no.: 310611-B

M2 self-propelled with high back
BOXED:
Standard seat:
Art no.: 310612-B

BOXED:
Horseshoe seat
Art no.: 310613-B

The M2 model with the high netweave backrest is ideal, if there is a wish to
adjust the backrest to the users needs. As an example this could be
a user with scoliosis.
The netweave doesn’t absorb water and the perforated material makes
sure the skin is able to breath.

The flexible backrest can be adjusted in
three positions, allowing users with
curvatures of the spine to get optimal
support across the back.
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M2 Small
When there is not enough space

M2 Small
BOXED:
Standard seat:
Art no.: 310278-B

BOXED:
Horseshoe seat:
Art no.: 310279-B

With the M2 Small you get a chair that is only 48 cm wide
and only has 38 cm between the armrests.
It is perfect for a small bathroom or if the user is in need of having
the armrests close to the body.
The armrests can be lifted and pushed to the
sides.
In case there isn’t enough room the push the
armrests to the sides, it is easy to remove
them completely
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M2 with armrest to the side
When the user needs more safety

M2 with armrest to the side
BOXED:
Standard seat:
Art no.: 310030-B

M2 self-propelled with armrest to
the side

BOXED:
Standard seat:
Art no.: 310090-B

BOXED:
Standard seat:
Art no.: 310639-B

BOXED:
Standard seat:
Art no.: 310640-B

M2 model with armrests to the side gives better
security for users who are afraid of falling forward.
The curved armrests goes in front of the user, allowing the user to
hold on in the front, without being "restrained".

It is possible to have the chair mounted
with straight armrests that still pushes
to the sides.
This is ordered as an accessorie.
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M2 with pushing handles
The solid and simple solutions that will last for years

M2 with pushing handles
Standard seat:
Art. no.: 310035

Horseshoe seat:
Art no.: 310036

BOXED:
Standard seat:
Art. no.: 310035-B

BOXED:
Horseshoe seat:
Art. no.: 310036-B

M2 self-propelled with
pushing handles
BOXED:
Standard seat:
Art. no.: 310037-B

BOXED:
Horseshoe seat:
Art. no.: 310038-B

This version of the M2 Shower/commode chair is fitted with 24
Inch self-propelled wheels.
This enables the user to become self-reliant and handle showering
and toilet use by themselves.
The rims and spokes are made out of lightweight magnesium for
greater driving comfort.
The chair is height adjustable in 3 different heights:
Seat height: 47 cm, 49 cm and 56 cm.
If needed the chair can be delivered without driving handles. This
makes the chair 3 cm less wide (width: 60 cm).
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M2 Accessories
Wide adjustable head supports in PU foam

1

All standard M2 models with PU back can fit a
bracket, so you can retrofit a headrest.
The large neck pillow provides great support
to the user and can be adjusted in width,
as there is a piece of light metal
inside in the PU foam.
The first model is height adjustable and the
second and third are height, depth and
angle adjustable.

Head support PU foam
Ordinary, Art. no.: 310221

3

2

On M2 models with PU backrests it is needed to purchase a
mount for head supports.
Head support in PU foam
Height & depth adjustable,
Art. no.: 310222

Height & depth adjustable,
short bar
Art. no.: 310244

Mount for headsupport: Art. No.: 310320

1

Super soft head supports in PU foam
All standard M2 models with PU back can fit
a bracket, so you can retrofit a headrest.
The extra soft PU foam provides
great comfort to the user.
The first model is height adjustable and the
second and third are height, depth and
angle adjustable.

Head support super soft PU foam
Ordinary, Art. no.: 310236

2

3

On M2 models with PU backrests its needed to
purchase a mount for head supports.

Head supports in Super
soft PU foam
Height & depth adustable,
Art. no.: 310235
Mount for necksupport:
Art. no.: 310320
Please note that the above products can not be used on M2 Multi-tip.
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Height & depth adjustable,
short bar
Art. no.: 310243
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M2 Accessories
Height adjustable footrests
The height adjustable footrests are easy to push
aside and the footplates can be folded to a vertical
position. You can adjust the height with the help of a
clip.
The footrests exists in a standard version (39-51 cm
from the edge of the seat to the plate of the footrest) a
shorter one (31-41 cm), an extended one(49-61 cm),
and a reinforced one in standard length.
Footrests:
Standard: Art. no.: 310049
short: Art. no.: 310510
extended: Art. no.: 310283
Reinforced: Art. no.: 310275

Height and angle adjustable footrests
Height adjustable and angle adjustable
footrests.
The height and angle is easy to adjust without
the use of tools and a bushing in the
footrest holder ensures that the footrests
are mounted secure.

Height adjustable footrests:
Art. no.: 313041

The height adjustability of the footrest and the
angle adjustability of the footplate ensures
optimal positioning of the feet.
The footrests fit on the M2 chairs with the
exception of M2 200 kg and M2 300 kg.
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M2 Accessories
Calf support
The calf support is especially recommended for
Chairs with tip as it prevents the legs of the
user from falling back.

The calf support is made with velcro which
makes it depth adjustable. It supports the entire
lower leg which provides safety for the user.
Calf support
Art. no.: 310226

Footrests with heel straps
Height adjustable footrests with heel straps
that prevent the users feet from
sliding when tilting the chair.

With heel straps the footrests can
still be pushed aside.
Footrests with heel straps
Art. no.: 310285

Legrest with elevation

If you need more support, we have legrests with elevation.
With these, you can adjust the angle and the position
of the calf rest to achieve optimal support.

Footrest plate:
Right, Art. no.: 310085
Left, Art. no.: 310086
Extra calfrest in PU foam Art. no.: 310358
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Legrests with elevation, set, Art. no.: 310052
Legrest with elevation, right, Art. no.: 310053
Legrest with elevation, left, Art. no.: 310054

M2 Accessories
Amputation supports
The amputation supports are easily adjusted by
pressing a button and then setting the
desired angle.
They can be combined with all of our other legrests and supports.

Amputation support:
Amputation support, right, Art. no.: 800343
Amputation support, left, Art. no.: 800344

PU foam on armrests
The chairs can be supplied with PU foam on
the armrests.
The extra soft PU foam provides
great comfort to the user.
M2 Small is always supplied with PU foam on
the armrests.
Supplement for PU foam mounted
Art. no.: 310043

Lockable armrest
If you want a lockable armrests on a
standard chair, this can be purchased along
with the chair, or you can buy a set of
armsrests with lock.
These armsrests are only supplied with
PU foam.

Supplement for lockable
armrests mounted
Art. no.: 800071
1 set lockable armrests,
Art. no.: 310350
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M2 Accessories
Hemiplegia armrests
Hemiplegia armrests are ideal for users with
hemiplegia, paraplegia, tetraplegia and others
who need extra support to the forearms.
It is possible to change the length in two steps
on the armrests, so the support can be adapted
for each user.
As standard, these armrests are without locks.
Hemiplegia armrests
Set, Art. no.: 800275
Right, Art. no.: 800274
Left, Art. no.: 800273

Is not useable on the following chairs:
M2 with armrests to the sides & M2 Small

Armrest with increased width
If you want an increased width
between the armrests it can be achieved
by acquiring a set of armrest.
One armrest gives an increase of 3 cm.
Armrest with increased width
Set, Art. no.: 310390 (+6 cm)
Right, Art. no.: 310391
Left, Art. no.: 310392

Armrest with reduced width
If you need the armrests to be closer to the
body you can purchase a set of armrests
that makes the width 5 cm smaller.
One armrest reduces width 2.5 cm.
Armrest reduced width
Set, Art. no.: 310393 (-5 cm)
Right, Art. no.: 310394
Left, Art. no.: 310395
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M2 Accessories
Armrest with reduced height
Armrests with reduced height provides a lowered
height of 5 cm.

The armrests can be particular suited for people
with a smaller body or longer upper arms.

Reduced height (5 cm)
Set, Art no.: 310396
Right, Art no.: 310397
Left, Art no.: 310398

Bucket / Pan with lid, intimate

The intimate bucket offers both an ergonomic grip,
and the possibility of cleaning up to 130 °.
The size and shape makes sure that the
user cannot miss the bucket.
The bucket is designed for our seats, therefore it
won’t drop backwards when using the tilt.

Bucket with lid, intimate
Art. no.: 310048

Hipbelt
For additional security, you can install
a hipbelt.
The hipbelt fits easily onto the frame
and adjusted by using velcro.
Hipbelt
Art. no.: 330019
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M2 Accessories
Soft Backrest
The soft backrest is made of a stretchable
leather.
The stretchable material allows it to
mold to the users back.
Only fits on the tip-chairs og M2 with pushing
frame and netweave backrest.

Soft Backrest
Art. no.: 800850

Hipseat
To find the correct sitting position to an
users with hip problems, the M2 shower / toilet
chairs is available with a hipseat.
The seat can be tilted steplessly up
to approx. 8 cm (= approx. 11 °).
The seat height is easily adjusted by using
a thumbscrew on each side.
The hipseat is fitted with powerful
metal fittings in stainless steel.
If you want to mount the seat yourself,
you must order a loose hipseatbracket.
Please note:
With a hipseat mounted, the seat can’t
be clicked on and off as a normal seat.

Suppliment for chair with hipseat:
Art. no.: 310250
Hipseatbracket without mounted:
Art. no.: 310251
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The hipseat can’t be fitted on: M2 self-propelled 24".
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M2 Accessories
Supersoft white foam seat
This extra soft foam seat can easily be placed on top of the
original seat and can be fastened with four strings to the
frame.
The seat is made of hydrophobic foam and since
it has no cover, there are no edges that can irritate the skin.
This foam seat is available with and without a hole.

Supersoft white foam seat
With hole, Art. no.: 330018
Without hole , Art. no.: 330022

Seat with small hole
This seat can be placed directly on top of a M2 seat to provide
a softer seating and a smaller hole.
It is ideal for thin and smaller people.
Seat with small hole
Art. no.: 800178

White foam seat with plastic cover
This foam seat can easily be placed on top of the original seat
and can be fastened with four strings to the frame.
The seat is covered with a white plastic cover which makes
it easy to clean.
White foam seat with plastic cover
Art. no.: 330016

Pressure-relief Seat
The Pressure-relief Seat is designed to reduce pressure /
shear and thereby preventing pressure ulcers.
The seat can preventing and treating pressure ulcers up to
grade 3.
The anatomical shape of the seat surface and material
permissiveness ensure the users stability in the sitting
position.

Pressure-relief Seat
Art. no.: 330023
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M2 Accessories

Standard seat, longer seat for M2/Nielsen
Line
Fits both the M2 and Nielsen Line shower/
commode chairs.
The seat has a surface in cold foam, which is a
flexible material that makes it soft and comfortable to sit on.

Standard seat, longer seat for M2/Nielsen
Line
Art no.: 310373

Standard seat with less wide hole for M2/
Nielsen Line
The seat is equipped with an oval hole instead of
the standard round hole.
Fits both the M2 and Nielsen Line shower/
commode chairs.
The seat has a surface in cold foam, which is a
flexible material that makes it soft and comfortable to sit on.
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Standard seat with less wide hole for M2/
Nielsen Line
Art no.: 310374
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M2 Accessories

Horseshoe seat for M2/Nielsen Line,
less wide hole
The seat is equipped with a narrow horseshoe
cutout. The standard horseshoe seat is wider.
Fits both the M2 and Nielsen Line shower/
commode chairs.
The seat has a surface in cold foam, which is a
flexible material that makes it soft and comfortable to sit on.

Horseshoe seat for M2/Nielsen Line, less
wide hole
Art no.: 310375

Longer horseshoe seat for M2/Nielsen Line
The longer seat is equipped with a horseshow
cutout, which is also longer than on the
standard seats.
Fits both the M2 and Nielsen Line shower/
commode chairs.
The seat has a surface in cold foam, which is a
flexible material that makes it soft and comfortable to sit on.

Longer horseshoe seat for M2/Nielsen
Line
Art no.: 310376
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M2 Accessories
Toilet seat for M2
For some users using the toilet can be difficult with
a regular seat on a shower / commode chair since
it may be difficult for some to achieve a so-called
defecation position. The toilet seat can help to
achieve this position.
Toiletseat for M2
Art. no.: 330024

It is easy to install on all M2 chairs.
(Not possible to use on M2 Mini, M2 Flexi-Tip and M2
wide models)

Splash Guard
The splash guard is for people having trouble
getting "the beam" directed down in the toilet / bucket.
It can alleviate the problem by spreading the legs to
facilitate the possibility of lower hygiene.
The splash guard only fits on horseshoe seats.

M2 Splash guard
Art. no.: 148862

Urin funnel
The urin funnel is made for people who have
problems urinating into the toilet. It can help preventing the user from urinating on the floor
or on the toilet seat.
The urin funnel is used by placing the narrow end
facing down towards the toilet.
Urin funnel
Art. no.: 148861
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M2 Accessories

Side supports
For users who require extra support it is possible to
mount side supports on the chair.
The side supports can be adjusted
in the width direction.

The side spports can not be used together with the cross-guard.
Can not be used on M2 armrest to the side, M2 with netweave back
and M2 Small

Sidesupports (set) Vare nr.: 310223
Right, Art. no.: 310225
Left, Art. no.: 310224

Side support holders
For chairs where there is no side support holders
as standard, there can be retrofitted side support
holders.
This is very simply by fitting a bracket on the back
of the chair. The bracket is mounted with four
screws which also holds the back.
These brackets are also used if you want to use
a cross-guard.
Not possible to use on a M2 with netback and M2 Small
Side support holders (set)
Art. no.: 310227
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M2 Accessories
Crossbar
This cross bar is mounted easily and
securely with rubber straps on
the armrests.
It provides good support and extra
security to the user.

Crossbar
Art. no.: 310228
Crossbar for M2 Small
Art. No.: 310360

Direction Fixed wheel
The chair can be supplied with
a direction fixed wheel (dark gray brake pedal).
This facilitates maneuvering the chair and ensure
that the helpers health and safety are protected.
Can not be used on M2 with self-propelled wheels.

Supplement for the chair comes with 1
direction fixed wheel; Art. no.: 800157

Telescopic legs for M2
If you need that the chair must stand firm beside
the bed or over the toilet, the M2’s can be supplied with
four telescopic legs.
This can either be ordered when purchasing a
shower / commode chair or also if you buy a set of
legs as accessories.

Telescopic legs (set = 4 legs)
Art. no.: 310099
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Technical data
M2 Pushing frame with
PU –back
Seat height

M2 Pushing frame
with netweave back

Ca. 44,5-46,5-48,5-50,5-52,5-54,5-56,5 cm

Notice: Seat lid increases the
height with 1,5 cm

(If the chair is delivered with 125 mm wheels
The seat height will increased by 2,5 cm)

Seat width

46,5 cm

Seat depth

44 cm

Max. height

84 - 97 cm

Max. Width

57 cm

Space between the armrests

46 cm

Clearence under the seat
Length (without the footrests)

35,5—48,5 cm
63 cm

63 cm

Weight

16 kg

Max. Load

Wheels
Height adjustable

Backrest

150 kg
With driving wheel:
130 kg
100 mm wheels w / gray rubber and ball bearings and double-acting brakes.
With driving wheel frame:
Telescopic legs in stainless steel with 7 adjustments
with 2 cm’s interval.
The height is adjusted with clips (without tools)
PU BACKREST
2,5 - 4 cm PU foam

NETWEAVE
24 x 43,5 cm. Depth adjustment up till 10 cm.
Netweave with sewed on webbing and 2 buckles for adjusting depth.

Seat & Cover

Seat: 4,5 cm PU foam
Cover: 2,5 cm PU foam

Surface/Metal

Stainless steel. Powdercoated.

Art.no.:
Standard seat / Horseshoe seat
M2 with driving wheels can be
delivered assembled for extra
service charge. Use the products
art. no. + art. no. 310363.
ISO-number

310034 / 310034-B / 310091 / 310091-B
With driving wheel:
310643-B / 310644-B

310027 / 310027-B / 310028 / 310028-B
With driving wheel:
310645-B / 310646-B

09 12 03
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Technical data
M2 Armrests to
the side

M2 Small

Seatheight

Ca. 44,5-46,5-48,5-50,5-52,5-54,5-56,5 cm

Ca. 44,5-46,5-48,5-50,5-52,5-54,5-56,5 cm

Notice: Cover (fullcover) increases the height with 1,5 cm

(If the chair comes with 125 mm wheels, the
seat height will be increased by 2,5 cm)

(If the chair comes with 125 mm wheels, the seat
height will be increased by 2,5 cm)

Seatwidth

46,5 cm

Seatdepth

44 cm

Max. Height

84—97 cm

Max. Width

57 cm

48 cm

Space between the armrests

46 cm

38 cm

Clearence under the seat
Length (without the footrests)

Weight

Max. Load

Wheels

Height adjustable

72 cm
With driving wheel:
75,5 cm.
16 kg
With driving wheel:
25,8 kg

63 cm

16 kg

150 kg
With driving wheel:
130 kg

125 kg

100 mm wheels w / gray rubber and
ball bearings and double-acting brakes
With driving wheel frame:
Frontwheels:
125 mm wheels w / gray rubber and ball bearings
and double-acting brakes.
Rearwheels:
24 "magnesium wheel with three spokes and solid polyurethane wheels
Telescopic legs of stainless steel with 7
options by about 2 cm interval.
Telescopic legs of stainless steel with 7
The height is adjusted by clips (no tools)
options by about 2 cm interval.
With driving wheel frame:
The height is adjusted by clips (no tools)
3 height settings.
The rear wheels by using a wrench
Brakes using an Allen key
Front wheels and anti-tip with clips (without
tools)

Backrest

PU BACKREST
2,5 - 4 cm PU foam

Seat & Cover

Seat 4,5 cm PU foam
Cover: 2,5 cm PU foam

Surface/Metal

Stainless steel. Powdercoated

Art. no.
Standard seat / Horseshoe seat
The chairs can be delivered assembled for extra service charge. Use the products art. no. +
art. no. 310363.
ISO-number
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35,5—48,5 cm
With driving wheel frame:
38 - 46,5 cm.

310030-B / 310090-B
With driving wheel:
310639-B / 310640-B

310278-B / 310279-B

09 12 03
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Technical data
M2 high netweave back
Seatheight
Notice: Cover (fullcover) increases the height with 1,5 cm

Seatwidth

M2 pushing handles

Ca. 44,5-46,5-48,5-50,5-52,5-54,5-56,5 cm
(If the chair is delivered with 125 mm wheels seat height is increased by 2.5 cm)

46,5 cm

Seatdepth

44 cm

Max. Height

84—97 cm

Max. Width

57 cm

Space between the armrests

46 cm

Clearence under the seat

35,5—48,5 cm

Length (without the footrests)

75,5 cm

Weight

16 kg

Max. Load

Wheels

Height adjustable

Backrest

Seat & Cover

Surface/Metal
Art. no.
Standard seat / Horseshoe seat
M2 with driving wheels can be
delivered assembled for extra
service charge. Use the products
art. no. + art. no. 310363.
ISO-number

150 kg
With driving wheel:
130 kg
100 mm wheels w / gray rubber and
ball bearings and double-acting brakes

Telescopic legs of stainless steel with 7
options by about 2 cm interval.
The height is adjusted by clips (no tools)
NETWEAVE
PU BACKREST
39 x 46 cm. Depth adjustment up till 10
2,5 - 4 cm PU foam
cm.
Netweave with sewed on webbing and 4
buckles for adjusting depth
Seat: 4,5 cm PU foam
Cover: 2,5 cm PU foam
Stainless steel. Powdercoated
310610 / 310610-B / 310611 / 310611-B
With driving wheel:
310612-B / 310613-B

310035 / 310035-B / 310036 / 310036-B
With driving wheel:
310037-B / 310038-B

09 12 03
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